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We look forward
to welcoming 15
international
teachers:

Dear Colleagues of Classic and Traditional Chinese Medicine,
Why should you join the TCM Congress in Denmark?
Can you afford not to be part of the international TCM Network? By participating in the TCM
Congress you become part of the bigger picture, and you get a unique opportunity to
network with other practitioners and with international renowned teachers and researchers.
“It is important to be a part of a international group, which sets the rules and forms the
opinion. As TCM practitioners we must be strong and show the world and the future that
we exist. We can do this by being a group – and networking across borders.” Cecilie
Brewer, President, Norwegian Association of TCM.

Anette Koppang
Norway

Sign up before 1st May and get a reduction of the price
Read more and sign up now: http://www.tcm-kongres.dk/registration.php
What is Alchemy in Chinese Medicine?
Join the TCM Congress in Denmark and find out …
At the seminar with Heiner Fruehauf you will learn more about this: Alchemy and the
Genuine Spirit of Chinese Medicine: The Classical Map Linking Macrocosm and Microcosm.

Arya Nielsen
USA

Read about Heiner Fruehauf here: http://www.classicalchinesemedicine.org/
Does Chinese spirituality need a spirit?
Join the TCM Congress and learn from Dominique Hertzer …
Emotions are all around us, and they are an important element of Chinese Medicine. At the
Scandinavian Congress we will get a much deeper knowledge of the emotional aspect and
thereby benefit in our daily work in the clinic.
"At a congress you will get more depth and meet experience by networking with other TCM
practitioners and by meeting the brilliant teachers directly. A congress is on a higher level
while a course is mostly more practical. You get an understanding of what we are doing and
why we are doing it. Quite simply inspiration on a higher level."
Nigel Ching, TCM Practitioner, author and teacher, Denmark.

Barbara
Kirschbaum
Germany

Do you want to find out what is new?
At the congress exhibition you will find out what is new on the market within herbs, needles
and clinic equipment.
Here you may find newfound knowledge to apply in your own clinic or just examine actual
products and literature.
Is it very difficult to get to Slettestrand?
Slettestrand is one of the most beautiful places in Denmark. Right on the westcoast of
Denmark and next to the beautiful sea.

Dominique
Hertzer
Germany

You get there very easily by catching a plane to Ålborg Airport and drive straight to
Slettestrand by taxi. Join our facebook group and find colleagues for shared transportation:
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=134552710696
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"I have been in Slettestrand before, and the surroundings are beautiful – the beach is
beautiful. But also it is very easy to get there by plane for instance to Ålborg and further
to Slettestrand by taxi."
Mona Nygaard, TCM Practitioner, Norway
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Elisa Rossi
Italy

Watch the introduction of the congress teachers 2009
Watch the AV Recording film here: http://www.tcm-kongres.dk/speakers.htm

Congress Newsletter
Below find the lucky people who have won congress gifts by joining the congress
newsletter. Congratulations to:
Paddy McBride, New Zealand
Gift box from Acupunctureshop.com - meet Lars Sandrini at the Congress Exhibition.

Elisabeth Rochat
de la Vallée
France

Kit Ballermann, Denmark
The book: "Combining Western Herbs and Chinese Medicine" by Jeremy Ross given by
Athneum Bookshop.
In connection with the next newsletter, we randomly pick two more lucky people to receive
one of the following gifts:
- A Congress Party ticket for "Saturday Night Fever".
- The book: "Face Reading" by Lillian Bridges given by Athneum Bookshop (meet them at
the congress exhibition).

Hamid Montakab
Switzerland

Tip your friends and colleagues to join the congress newsletter!

Sign up for the congress here
http://www.tcm-kongres.dk/registration.php

We look forward to greeting you at the 2nd
Scandinavian TCM Congress in Denmark - where good
spirits meet.

Heiner Fruehauf
USA

Best regards,
TCM Lectures
Jeffrey C. Yuen
USA

Marian Nielsen Joos
Director
Homepage: www.tcm-kongres.dk
Email: info@tcm-kongres.dk
Homepage: www.tcm-lectures.com
DK-Phone: (+45) 21 84 30 00

Lillian Pearl
Bridges
USA

www.tcm-kongres.dk
Lorie Eve Dechar
USA
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Peter Firebrace
England

Peter Mole
England

Stephen Birch
Holland

Yair Maimon
Israel
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